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EDITOR'S CHOICE
Underapplauded Books

J. Martin Stafford, ed., Private Vices, Publick Benefits?
The Contemporary Reception of Bernard Mandeville.
Solihull: Ismeron, 1997. Pp. xxiv + 639. £52.50 (listed
as "50 guineas").
lew authors have been so undeservedly consigned to the lower tiers
J of library shelves than has Bernard Mandeville. Among scholars
' living in our own time, Mandeville has slipped between the cracks
of institutional disciplines and critical ideologies. Too witty, rhetorical, and
artistic for philosophy yet too technical and argumentative for literature,
Mandeville never quite fits in the portfolios of modern academic depart
ments; socially and economically alert and yet too satiric, cynical, and
dispassionate for New Historicists, full of word plays and yet too bitingly
referential for deconstructionists, disorganized and yet too compulsive and
precise for chaologists, laden with scatological imagery and sexual innuendo
yet too superficial for Freudians, Mandeville highlights the chasms in
contemporary theories, dooming himself to the darkness of inattention. Few
writers have drawn more voluminous or persistent responses either from
their own or later times, yet few have a greater knack for drawing their
antagonists, along with themselves, into the gulf of oblivion.
The scholarly public, then, owes a huge debt to J. Martin Stafford, who
has assembled a new volume laden with documents relating to the reception
of Bernard Mandeville, of Mandeville's theories, and of Mandeville's Fable of
the Bees. Stafford's rich compendium features fascinating, mostly polemical
pieces from high and low culture, from canonical as well as ephemeral or
marginalized texts. In Stafford's volume one can find familiar (if difficult to
locate) texts such as Bishop George Berkeley's assaults in Alciphron, yet one
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can also find the less prominent if more zealous rebuttals of William Law
and Richard Fiddes. Here, too, readers will peruse numerous preiodical
essays, some anonymously penned by the formidable likes of Francis
Hutcheson, others emerging from more modest hands. Reading through
these many and varied documents gives readers a new sense for that curious
controversial unanimity that the Enlightenment era could sometimes achieve.
Like those prehistoric creatures in Disney's film Fantasia who, despite their
mutual animosities, bind together temporarily to deal with drought and
starvation, scribblers from every site on the ideological spectrum
spontaneously joined together to battle, with incompatible tools and for
mutually inconsistent reasons, the threat of Mandevillianism.
Stafford provides his readers with a reliable if somewhat synoptic
introduction describing the main philosophical and rhetorical positions and
techniques of Mandeville's work.
Although his summary is highly
dependent on F. B. Kaye's introduction to his edition of the Fable, Stafford
is far from uncritical of the master Mandeville editor. He draws ample
attention to alternative interpretations. Stafford has an especially good sense
for the "range and variety of opposition" to Mandeville (xii), carefully
distinguishing all the subtle the shades in the anti-Mandevilian rainbow. He
is especially helpful in outlining Mandeville's continuing influence beyond
the eighteenth century and into our time (see xx). Editorially responsible,
his anthology includes a superb short essay by Malcolm Jack revealing
Hutcheson's (and later critics') faulty attribution of certain contentious
passages to the hymenopteran fabulist.
Perhaps most promising and provocative is Stafford's postulation of
philosophical progression in Mandeville's thought, thought that is usually
presented as if it were all of a piece with itself (see xvi ff.). Stafford suggests
that Mandeville began as a conspiracy theorist, asserting that the architects
and administrators of society had set up and were continuing to maintain an
elaborate system in which foolish and flawed persons committed trespasses
that really served the public good. Later in his career, explains Stafford,
Mandeville presented society as less conspiratorial than evolutionary, arguing
that the miraculous and widespread conversion of private vices into public
benefits would be too complicated for any social managers to control and
that such a system would have to evolve over teonic intervals. Given our
contemporary interest in conspiracy theories and in evolution, Stafford's
speculations are sure to stir up renewed interest in his favorite author.
Stafford's volume is not without its quirks. The volume gets off to a
peculiar start with a Preface vitriolically condemning some unnamed German
press Geschaftsfiihrer, a wicked man whose "animosity" produced a plot to
"thwart" Stafford and his volume. Guriously, this odd outburst adds a
spriteliness and character to the volume that academic publishing usually
lacks. One even wonders whether sly Stafford might be attempting to
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recreate Mandeville's own polemical and conspiratorial rhetoric and thinking;
indeed, as if to prove Mandeville's judgment of human nature correct,
Stafford leaves uns yearning for more details of this great clash among the
bookmen. Despite his call for free exchange of ideas, however, Stafford later
on launches his own tirade on the topics of gay rights, euthanasia, and
environmentalism. He invokes the Mandevillian legacy to thwart those
scurrilous persons "who derive their morality uncritically from JudaeoChristian scriptures and tradition" and who allegedly "drive [homosexuals]
to suicide by burdening them with an insupportable sense of guilt" (xx).
Surely Mandeville would have had a ball with such a bigoted and
presumptive attack on an entire church tradition. Less dramatically, the
colophon page offers the serio-comic boast, "computer typeset in Times New
Roman on Microsoft Word," as though this were some huge accomplish
ment. Alas, that very typesetting is a serious problem with this book.
Times Roman was invented as a non-intrusive, visually balanced typeface for
the compressed and narrow spaces of newspaper columns. When Times
Roman is set out in long, thin lines like those in this volume, the effect is
rather like a moire pattern or zebra stripes in a British crosswalk. Readers
become dizzy as their eyes are pulled back-and-forth across these type bands
that work on the eyes like stretched rubber bands. This adverse typographic
effect is intensified by the semi-facsimile look of this volume in which
eighteenth-century typographers' headers and ornaments lead straight into
the numbingly universal default typeface of twentieth-century HewlettPackard printers.
Despite its mediocre design, Stafford's collection of commentaries on
Mandeville will emerge as a reference-shelf standard. It is the perfect
solution for scholars concerned with early eighteenth-century social,
economic, religious, and ethical controversy who cannot easily consult large,
centralized research libraries. A Baedeker for those with a Mandevillian bee
in their bonnets, Stafford's bulging book is the greatest guide we will ever
have to Augustan England's most notorious yet most misunderstood and
most underappreciated author. — KEVIN L. COPE
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Alexander Pettit, ed., British Ideas and Issues,
1660-1820, Number 1: John, Lord Hervey's To the
Patrons of the Craftsman (1731) and William Yonge's
Sedition and Defamation Display'd (1731). New York:
AMS Press, 1997. Pp. xvi + 52. $24.50.
Gone are the days when "politics and literature" meant "disciplined studies
of dozens of pamphlets gleaned from diverse political traditions." Or so we
thought. But now, just when we feared that archival research had
surrendered to ideological exclamation, along comes Alexander Pettit with
buoyant new introductions to (and editions of) a pair of major works
rescued from undeserved obscurity: Lord Hervey's lb The Patrons of the
Craftsman and William Yonge's Sedition and Defamation Display'd. By
selecting texts such as these to inaugurate his long-awaited reprint series,
Pettit sets himself quite a task. In our era, an era addicted to Frances Burney
and hypochondriacally obsessed with imaginary social injustices, the taste for
meat-and-bones, genuinely popular political-theoretical pamphlets is less
widespread than in the glory days of Olympian bookworms like Basil Willey
or Donald Greene. Tougher still, the Walpolean positions defended in these
tracts seem less needful of a defense today, in Whiggish America, than when
ordinary folks worried that Pope and Pretender were skulking around every
corner.
The magnitude of this task—to repopularize the formerly popular—is the
kind of challenging colossalism that energizes Alexander Pettit. Easily
overcoming these formidable hurdles, Pettit provides a precise and yet
entertaining account of the periodical politics of early Augusta. Pettit
distinguishes himself from most students of political periodicals by defining
the debate over The Country Journal: Or, the Craftsman in rhetorical terms,
as a story about the manipulation of political ideas through literary
craftspersonship. Viewing these pamphlets as a study in rhetor-audience
relations rather than as chronicles of political consent and dissent, Pettit
shows how the normally boisterous Walpole regime found itself in an
unbalanced rhetorical position, how it had to employ easygoing educated
gentlemen to diffuse the ferocious criticism hurled by Walpole's enemies.
Velvet daggers are flying everywhere as dix-huitihniste-cum-'Nm]-a. Pettit shows
progressives fighting rough rebellion with smooth proficiency. Paradox after
paradox appears as Pettit portrays the Walpolean progressives struggling to
counteract a far less organized but unexpectedly popular regiment of plainold old boys and somewhat more reactionary Jacobites.
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Considering the short space allotted to his introduction, Pettit does an
a brilliant job of explaining the delicate rhetorical strategies of this
thematically brutal propaganda. He even gives us what looks like the
beginnings of a new history of the novel—Michael McKeon, look out!—for
he elucidates the techniques not only of audience manipulation, but also of
audience invention: the process by which the repeated literary presentation
of an exaggerated or even fictional cadre of supporters gradually gave readers
the idea that perhaps they ought to form a real audience (at one time, Pettit
calculates, the Craftsman achieved a circulation of 12,000). In an example of
the unconscious creative reflex that characterizes genius, Pettit unawares
makes a case for the origins of English prose fiction in Yonge, Hervey, and
their peers, a case that is far stronger than those attributing the birth of this
genre to the heteroglossic habits of underprivileged minorities or to a new
zest for literary realism or to any of the other favorite genitive acts of novel
historians.
Pettit's preface and pamphlet constitute the first installment in what
bodes to be a very long-running, very promising reprint series. Not since
the Augustan Reprint Society's facsimiles has there been anything resembling
this much-needed project. The Augustan Reprints, alas, were done in by
lack of thematic focus. Pettit's publication project, organized as it is into
subseries of volumes clustered around specific themes, will flourish rather
than fold. Subsequent releases would benefit from a brief opening note
explaining the overall purpose of the series and identifying the thematic
subseries to which a given number belongs. This information is presently
found only on accompanying advertising material, something that will not
remain available to future readers.
Opened by a spritely and yet cerebral introduction, Pettit's production
sets a new standard for archival scholarship. Economically priced, Pettit's
series will bring the treasures of time to an audience eager for quick bargains;
robust, muscular, and erudite, Pettit's first introduction will toughen the
timorous mind and deliver a TKO (an ordinary knockout amplified by
technical expertise) to ignorance. — KEVIN L. COPE
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Horst Hohne, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Lehen und Werk.
Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 1998. Pp. 361.
An oddity of our era is that self-styled "historicist" criticism is so seldom
historical. Underlying contemporary "historicist," ideological criticism is the
tacit assumption that individual persons, including individual authors, play
no significant role qua individuals in history qua social process. Even when
a famous figure is recognized in his or her own time as an individual genius,
"historicist" critics are eager to reduce, in retrospect, the celebrity in question
to an expression of deluded class consciousness or of collective imprisonment
in the cult of personality. This peculiar intellectual allergy to individuality
is most severe in scholarly studies of Romanticism, for the historical
proximity of that topic to the rise of dialectical materialism seems to
encourage attacks on individuality, eccentricity, and "lifestyle,"
notwithstanding the prominence of these phenomena during the Romantic
era.
Into the biographical-critical vacuity left open by critical ideologues has
rushed Horst Hohne, Europe's leading and yet also Europe's least recognized
Shelley scholar. Hohne, who has authored a vast matrix of Shelleyan
monographss, has produced, in Percy Bysshe Shelley, Lehen und Werk, a truly
monumental study—the first successfully to integrate this author's
notoriously complicated life with his notoriously puzzling works. Hohne
courageously resurrects (and revitalizes) the genre of critical biography so as
to reveal the unity of aesthetics, art, and social process in the career of this
multidisciplinary Romantic.
Despite the monolithic look and feel of Hohne's densely-annotated, tinytypefaced, 350-page tome, Hohne attains a high level of efficiency and
compression. Previous life-and-works Shelleyans such as Kenneth Cameron
have devoted far more space to while saying far less about far smaller
segments of Shelley's career. Hohne covers the whole shebang—life, letters,
literature, loves, and lollipops— in a shorter, more compendious and
informative volume. He gives us a whole lot more in a whole lot shorter
space. Readers will reap an unusually rich harvest if they are willing to do
a little bit of extra work.
Hohne subdivides the seamless garment of Shelley's sartorial life into
straightforward, sequential and thematized periods: vocation, struggle, agony
and ecstasy, maturity, escape, and triumph. True, some skeptical critics may
complain that Hohne deploys oversimplified or stylized or old-fashioned
biographical headings and intervalizations. One hard historical truth remains
to squelch the skeptics' cries: the Romantics and their contemporary readers
and interpreters routinely fashioned life stories and literary histories precisely
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overlay. Biography as we know it is a Romantic invention driven by the
impulse to discover thematically definitive segments in continuously varied
lives. Hohne is therefore not only accurate in his approach, hut also periodappropriate.
The stiff thematic scaffolding that Hohne constructs around Shelley's
somewhat gelatinous life does a service for contemporary criticism, for it
reminds twentieth-century scholars that nineteenth-century audiences
expected poets to live an organized (albeit dramatized) life, that the
nineteenth-century notion of an aesthete's life story cannot easily be
reconciled with twentieth-century critical theories downplaying individualism
or the exquisitely literary form of an individual life. Hohne's critical
biography is a piece of Shelleyan art that accurately reaffirms Shelley's own
conception of his life, a life lived rather less as it was than as poets and
readers thought it should be.
Hohne's energetic affirmation of the place of personal consciousness in
literary history and social dialectics allows him a liberty seldom seen in
today's Anglo-American criticism; that of fusing biographical incidents with
specific poetic productions. Hohne never fears words like "cause" or
"influence" or "choice" or "thought"; his is a Shelley who lives in history
but who repsonds intelligently and freely to it, who is an agent in as well as
an object of history and art. Hohne is likewise shows no fear of explicative
or New-Critical or even plain old commonsensical exegeses. His reader will
enjoy expert reading after expert reading of nearly all of Shelley's texts—not
just the few canonical ones, but all of them, from juvenilia to epics to letters
to conversational ejaculations. Because Hohne assumes that Shelley's life has
an integrated form, he is free to assume that all of Shelley's works and all of
the commentary upon them should integrated with Shelley's life story. This
commitment to inclusiveness leads Hohne to produce the most complete
interpretative biography to date. A rare talent, Hohne is not only a talented
archivist and astute judge of biographical evidence but also an exquisitely
sensitive interpreter of romantic writing.
There are only two cavils against Hohne's volume. One is that Hohne's
own post-romantic, highly serious, Teutonically Arnoldian style may be too
tough for breezy-brained modern readers. Anglo-American audiences have
gotten accustomed to an occasional light touch of wit. The magisterial style
of which Hohne is the unchallenged master may exhaust those unable to rise
to a Parsifalian effort. The second cavil pertains to the typesetting, layout,
and look of this book. Academic presses are to be congratulated for putting
more responsibility for typesetting and book design on authors. With the
rise of author-generated camera-ready copy, however, comes an increased
responsibility: the need to exhort authors-c«»j-typesetters to learn more
about and to experiment more freely with the aesthetics of book design.
Hohne's volume looks home-made in its canned professionalism—or, to put
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Hohne's volume looks home-made in its canned professionalism—or, to put
it in practical terms, Hohne has capitulated to the default settings on his
wordprocessing program, thereby producing a document that looks like
something straight out of a Microsoft Word online tutorial.
These complaints are minor. Even the most cursory reading of Percy
Bysshe Shelley, Leben und Werk will prove that Hdhne has outdone all the
ancient monarchs in the Ozymandian empire of Shelley criticism. Here we
find no pile of monumental critical building blocks destined to be scattered
in the critical desert. Here, rather, we find a monument more enduring than
brass, stone, or even diskette, a monument to Shelley (and to Shelley's
European reception) that deserves a place in the archives of the immortals.
— KEVIN L. COPE

Gregory Maertz, ed.. Cultural Interactions in the
Romantic Age:
Critical Essays in Comparative
Literature. Albany: State University of New York
Press, 1998. Pp. x + 258. $19.95 [paperback].
Our age of wandering ethnic groups and disputed homelands can find a wee
bit of stability in Romantic studies, which has always enjoyed a special status
as the autonomous state of Nonsense. Few eras have attracted so many crank
interpretations or repelled so many intelligent critics. This era of dull
dependability may be coming to an end. In one grand act of benevolent
expulsion, Gregory Maertz is driving folly from the vales of Grasmere and
repatriating wit to the shores of Missolonghi. Maertz has unveiled a
magnificent, unprecedented volume in which sundry Romanticisms from
diverse European nations are at long last congregated together and considered
as a single highly faceted phenomenon. In one bold attack, Maertz has
vanquished parochial "English Romantic studies," setting a global standard
for comparatist criticism of this multicultural, multidisciplinary movement.
Maertz's introduction lays down a strong yet balanced cadence for his
book. Most editors stick to literary issues, but Maertz takes a more
commanding, more extensive view. Not only does he discuss Romanticism
as a cultural and historical event, but he also explains the institutional forces
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shaping its university and popular reception. Academic Romanticism,
multicultural Romanticism, Anglo-American Romanticism, and popular
Romanticism all march as one regiment with many different drummers.
Although Maertz regularly reminds his readers of the numerous differences
between sundry national Romanticisms, he affirms that comparative
methodologies can ultimately discover what "Romantic" means, at least in
most cases. He balances the relativistic skepticism of cultural studies against
the rationalistic confidence of Structuralist panopticalism, always committing
himself to the long view.
Maertz's volume is arranged telescopically. It begins with grand surveys
of Romantic themes and conventions, then zooms down through
increasingly more focussed studies. From a section on criticism, theory, and
poetry we pass on to sections on gender (as a window on Romanticism) or
salons (as enabling social systems). We wind up with essays on specific
works or authors. The general essays opening the collection, however, also
evidence a genial, surprising particularity. James Engell turns Romantic
studies topsy-turvy, showing how Richard Hurd, an author too often
dismissed as a semi-obscure Quixote-figure enamored of the good old heroic
days, interacted with Schlegel and other hardheaded German critics to
epitomize serious Romanticism.
Frederick Burwick follows suit by
analyzing popular stereotypes of mad poets and artists, those nowstereotyped Romantic Eesthetes who were allegedly driven crazy either by
inspiration or by the effrontery of the cold cruel world. Well-humored
Burwick wryly explicates dreamy poets who may travel to Inspirationland
but who seem unable to make it all the way back to reality. His intensely
documented study demonstrates how insane poets used mental disorders as
rhetorical poses, as means of making daring but rationally intelligible
statements that more conventional postures would render suspect or
ridiculous. Burwick does a highly commendable job of examining the
inspirational poetry of Clare and of assorted German poets, always balancing
the historical and psychological reality of religious enthusiasm against his
own savvy sense for artful posturing.
At the middle level of generality, Maertz offers two sections comprised
of four essays: one pair on gender and the other on salons. April Alliston
aces the opening of the gender section by heroically overshooting the narrow
and easy targets of gender theory. Her essay begins with a review of
assorted women's texts from several national literatures, then quickly moves
ahead to a question that has bedevilled anyone who has ever lived in that
windy, rainy, and bagpipe-bestrewn nation: why Scotland.' In Alliston's
view, Scotland was the focus of an international insistence that wild and
remote places made the best sites for the domestication of feminist impulses.
Evocative Alliston portrays Scotland as "Zirkel...[as] picturesque panopticon
prison" (63). We learn why there are so many ghosts up in the lairds' lofts:
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Scotland is "a state of haunting rather than a state of being on the map of
national character" (73).
Alliston's probing, Romantic enterprise
accomplishes two great tasks, for it explains not only why feminist anxieties
ventilated themselves in remote and romantic settings like hoary Hibernia,
but also why and how such venues came to be pictured as remote and
romantic in the first place.
Far less successful is Roberta Johnson's clumsy study of "La gaviota and
Romantic Irony," a turgid composition that recycles every feminist cliche
and that ends up stereotyping women Qohnson declares that in "female
romantic form" the "collective prevails over the subjective," a
characterization less than complimentary to the ingenuity of individual
female authors and certainly a misrepresentation of neo-Romantic, post
Shelleyan, individualistic monstrosity-comediennes such as Phyllis Diller or
Roseanne Barr).
Admittedly, Johnson does an indirect service by
maintaining a presence for Spanish literature, a field that is is grossly
underrepresented among dix-huitiemistes.
In a far more congenial study of contrasting salon cultures, Lilian Furst
performs an elegant comparison of the salon of the erudite Germaine de
Stael, in relaxed Coppet, to that of the schmaltzy Rachel Levin, in bustling
Berlin. Furst shows the vast differences in temperament between the various
European salons; she gets beyond stereotypes of elegant parlor banter,
linking these microcosms of regional beau monde culture to the streets, to the
purlieus, and to the dungeons of their local social and physical environments.
Furst's achievement is matched by that of the redoubtable John Mahoney,
who, like the director of an old Janus film, works through flashbacks.
Mahoney begins with a reflection on a Wordsworthian jotting, then lapdissolves into the tale of a visionary if "obsolete" ideal, a (semi-) religious
academy for promising young women.
The culminating five essays in Maertz's collection deal with individual
Romantic authors and their reception, with special emphasis on Rousseau
and De Stael. The least helpful of these essays is that of Anna Cafarelli,
whose sophism-saturated essay portrays the ambiguous reception of Rousseau
as a document in the history of gender repression. Cafarelli is full of
indefensible terms like "male literary tradition" (126); she swoons with
astonishment when discovering that female radicals are not always profeminist (143). She admits that both left- and right-wing, feminist and antifeminist writers derided Rousseau, which would seem to suggest that gender
is not the best platform for examining this unanimously derided figure.
Cafarelli distorts her evidence, (apparently) arguing that because Hannah
More agrees on some points with Rousseau, because Rousseau was criticized
by feminists, and because criticism draws attention. More is somehow
perversely if not inversely central to the rise of feminism, a movement to
which she was in fact rabidly opposed (143 and passim). By contrast, Kari
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Lokke offers a stable, coherent, informative, and, altogether admirable
account of Mary Shelley's Valperga, a work that will go to the top of
everyone's reading list after having perused Lokke's highly competent probe.
Moving beyond the Anglo-Franco orbit, David Hensley offers one of his
signature (and brilliant) accounts of the place of hermetic signatures in
Richardson, Rousseau, and Kant (as well as in Bohme, ffaller, and a
cornucopia of wits). The genially persuasive ffensley has been so successful
in his research on the place of imported German mysticism in domestic
English fiction that Margaret Doody and other prominent critics are now
scurrying to do follow-up work on his pioneering endeavors, ffensley's
latest, highly original piece will surely stimulate even more admiring
imitators, though none will prove so fluent or innovative as fdensley, a
scholar immersed in a vast popular theological lore that would stagger less
able researchers. Deep and deft, Hensley shows how one master idea, the
integrity of cognition with experience, inspires everything from vernacular
Richardsonian novels to recondite hermetic speculations. Kant and Rousseau
hover between extremes as Hensley connects mainstream, middle-class
sensibility to eggheaded phenomenology. Hensley's lavishly multicultural
and multidisciplinary essay will surely superannuate most major studies of
Richardson and leave plenty of lesser Richardsonians behind in the dust.
Hensley's achievement is rivalled only by that of editor Gregory Maertz,
who joins Hensley in the demystification and popularization of that
"hardest" of all philosophers, Immanuel Kant. Focussing on periodical
writing, Maertz reveals an altogether new Kant: a Kant who, far from
writing in impenetrable sentences for an audience of four-eyed greybeards,
had an immediate effect on popular English prose and who inspired
Romantic experientialism. Maertz opens a new world of wonder—and
simplicity—as he shows the first journalists explaining such baffling concepts
as analytic propositions or synthetic manifolds of apperception in a language
accessible to snuff-dippers sitting 'round the cracker barrel. Maertz offers a
foundational document in the study of popularization and indeed of the
"popular" as a scholarly category and genre. He brings off a brilliant
paradox by picturing the complicated Kant sowing the seeds of simplifica
tion.
Ditto for Marc Katz, whose analysis of Kierkegaard through
Kierkegaard's use of pseudonyms helps us to understand the "fictional
vanishing point" of "late romantic self-consciousness" (234) in the "gaslit
theatrical space" of the "urban gothic" (236). By linking pseudonyms to
sensibilities, Katz indirectly explains why popular habits such as the use of
nicknames have so many favorable emotions attached to them. This
information has an immediate classroom value: how many times have we
all explained to puzzled undergraduates why Jane Austen's Miss Bennett,
despite her passion for for Mr. Darcy, addresses him by his surname rather
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than by "honey" or "sweety," or, conversely, why modern affectionate
couples address one another by pet-names?
Physically, Maertz's volume is an admirable product. The typeface is
filled with dramatic motion and buoyed by a bit of informality. There is no
trace in the page layout of the default settings of any wordprocessing
program. French nineteenth-century style running titles lift the page out of
the confines of ordinary academic text design. Regrettably, SUNY Press
designers used endnotes rather than footnotes, but even geniuses have their
gaffs. The cover illustration is an interesting study in the evocation of
emotional color through charcoal daubings.
Maertz's volume is a gigantic stride forward in Romantic studies. No
more will Romanticism mean "British" or even merely "early nineteenth
century." Maertz has integrated his field of study into complex and
extensive cultural dialogues extending across the European continent and
spaning the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries. He has de-parochialized
a highly specialized field and has showcased a variety of younger
contributors, leading us into the next generation of Romanticisms. His is
surely a book worthy of classroom use as well as library research
applications. Crossing the barrier between merely new and potentially
immortal research, it sets the highest standard in its field to date, makes a bid
for eternality, and permanently transforms the study of the Romantic period.
— KEVIN L. COPE

